Effect of chemotherapy on cellular kinetics of NKG2D-based CAR T-cells in metastatic colorectal cancer patients
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MAIN RESULTS

Table 1: Baseline characteristics of mCRC patients included in the trials
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In three trials, a total of 35 patients received NKG2D based CAR T-cells at increasing doses (1x10^8, 3x10^8 or 1x10^9) including 23 patients with CYAD-01 (autologous) and 12 patients with CYAD-101 (allogeneic). No occurrence of graft vs. host disease (GvHD) was observed in patients treated with CYAD-101 (see Table 1).

In the THNK trial (NCT03018405), CYAD-01 is injected without preconditioning chemotherapy or CyFlu. In the SHINK trial (NCT03310008), FOLFOS (methotrexate (folic acid), fluorouracil and oxaliplatin) is given before CYAD-01 injections (Information on CYAD-01 in Poster P313).

In our knowledge, the kinetics of cell engraftment autologous and allogeneic CAR T-cells employing the same CAR have not been reported. Herein we compare the engraftment between autologous and allogeneic CAR T-cells injected as monotherapy, after FOLFOX or after CyFlu preconditioning is also presented.

In the ALLOGHON trial (NCT03366429), in ALLOGHON, CYAD-01 is injected before CAR T-cell injections (Information on CYAD-101 in Poster P313).

To our knowledge, the kinetics of cell engraftment autologous and allogeneic CAR T-cells employing the same CAR have not been reported.

CONCLUSIONS

We observed similar cell kinetics parameters between autologous and allogeneic CAR T-cells in mCRC patients concomitantly treated with FOLFOX chemotherapy.

Persistence of allogeneic CYAD-101 CAR T-cells administered after CyFlu preconditioning shows similar cell kinetics parameters (Figure 3) as CYAD-01 (Figure 2).

To our knowledge, the kinetics of cell engraftment autologous and allogeneic CAR T-cells employing the same CAR have not been reported. Herein we compare the engraftment between autologous and allogeneic CAR T-cells injected as monotherapy, after FOLFOX or after CyFlu preconditioning is also presented.

Herein we compare the engraftment between autologous and allogeneic CAR T-cells injected as monotherapy, after FOLFOX or after CyFlu preconditioning is also presented.

We observed similar cell kinetics parameters between autologous and allogeneic CAR T-cells in mCRC patients concomitantly treated with FOLFOX chemotherapy.

Persistence of allogeneic CYAD-101 CAR T-cells suggests control of immune reaction against allogeneic product is achieved as expected. It is hypothesized that FOLFOX chemotherapy could play a role in the control of HvsG reaction through a transient lymphodepleting effect.

CyFlu-based preconditioning chemotherapy enhances the engraftment of NKG2D-based CAR T-cells in an autologous setting in mCRC patients in a manner that appears similar to that observed for other CAR T-cell therapies.
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